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who suffered most; the factory often occupied a very large
amount of capital, and overhead charges of the manufacturer
were so great that he kept the mill at work as long as he
could make any profit at all. It was much easier to leave
hand-workers in their homes unemployed.1 In 1779 there
breaking was an Olltbreak of machine breaking in which Arkwright's
mill was destroyed: but this t{ was a revolt in a time of acute
unemployment and of reduced wages for spinners, though
not, perhaps for weavers/' and it was intensified because
" the cotton twist factories were working, while the hand-
workers were plunged into deep distress." • It does not prove
that machinery led to widespread unemployment,2 though
it does indicate that the workers did not differentiate between
the real and the apparent causes of their distress. , During
years of prosperity the industry became overcrowded and
the comparatively good wages of industry attracted large
numbers of agricultural labourers who were accustomed to
lower rates. When depression set in, the willingness of these
new workers to adopt lower standards reduced wages in
general??
Child labour was widespread in the cotton factories, and
often these children were collected from workhouses, some-
times as far away as London. Peel employed over 1,000
children. Children worked long hours, and cruelty was not
uncommon: William Hutton, a boy worker in a Derby
silk mill, related that he had a pair of pattens fastened to
his feet to allow him to reach the machine.3 But child
labour was not an innovation of the factory: children worked
from early years, and workhouse children were apprenticed
under the domestic system, and there is no reason to suppose
that the eighteenth-century parent, forced to toil long hours
for a subsistence, was less exacting than the manufacturer.4
Long hours in cotton factories were general, as many as
eighteen hours a day being worked in a Stockport mill
1	Wads worth and Mann, op. cit., p. 405.
2	Ibid., pp. 375 and 499.
8 Mantoux, op, cit.t p. 425.
4 For an instance of a firm where conditions were good, see Econ.
Histft vol. ii,, No. 5 (January, 1930), An Early Factory Community
(F, Collier).

